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 that quality, he is a mere mechanic. His work like

 any other useless mechanism, has just this vaiue-

 that if the materials cannot be sold for old iron, they

 can at least be worked up again by others who are

 better inspired. Tnus it happens that on the solid

 mechanical work of the mediaval contrapuntists

 modern music reposes. It may be imagined that

 the self-evident proposition that genius is necessary

 to musical composition need not be pressed, as no

 one denies it. But, in one form or another, it is de-

 nied now, and daily. It is indirectly denied in the

 fallacious maxim that genius is " a capacity for

 work," and in continued gloatings over passages

 in biographies in which it iS found that great

 musicians employed orthodox forms and learned

 their lessons and attended to their " points of

 imitation " like other good boys it is expressly

 denied in supercilious sneerings at Italian composers

 and aboLre all Rossini, who, with perhaps the single

 exception of Mozart, was the greatest musical genius

 that ever existed. We speak of musical genius apart

 from the many other attributes, technical, moral, and

 intellectual, that are necessary to form a great com-

 poser. The self-evident proposition that genius is

 essential in musical works is again denied in the

 prevalent silly and affected contempt for " tune,"

 " tunefulness," or " melody," without an attempt at

 explanation of what is or of what may be understood

 by the use of any of those terms. Again, we are

 sometimes reminded, with an air of triumph, that

 genius is quite as apparent in the development and

 construction of a musical work as in the invention of

 a melody! Yes, but it is not musical genius- it is

 only the same genius that, otherwise directed, would

 terminate in a Dutch clock or in a locomotive: and

 neither one nor the other would go without natural

 powers and agents independent of the mechanist. In

 music, the impulse, the forces of those natural agents

 are represented by genius. Canon Duckworth re-

 minded those who were standing around Balfe's

 monument that his bright, spontaneous song had

 endeared his music to hearers of all classes, and

 that his simple, flowing ballads, with their mingled

 sutlshine and pathos, will be the delight of " other

 hearts and other lips " than those of his generation.

 Canon Duckworth's familiar quotation has even

 been artistically utilised by M. Malempre, the designer

 of the monument. It is difficult to dissociate in the

 minds of Englishmen the name of Balfe from the

 popular air " Then you'll remember me," of which

 a very good judge, Dr. Macfarren, has written, that

 " it is not the less beautiful by reason of its popu-

 larity." The song is in truth a perfect model of the

 English ballad form in structure and in modulation,

 and can be analysed with proISt by any student of

 the elements of form. But the essence of the song

 as of all music, is in the untaught quality we name

 " expression." It must at the same time be granted

 that the immense differer.ce between one music and

 another is in what is therein intended to be ex-

 pressed. Ordinary sentiments, howesrer much they

 may endear the music to a large class of hearers, are

 still ordinary; and steadfastly to persist in their in-

 dulgence is simplv to degrade the art. It is unfor-

 tunate, even for the tablet in Balfe's memory, that so

 much of his music was allied to verse that has become

 a byword and reproach. The merit of the verse is by

 no means a measure of the merit of 13alfe's music, but

 it enables non-musical people to understand and to do

 justice to the opinions of serious musicians who might

 be inclined to look coldly on the honours paid to a

 popularbutunlearned composer. On the other hand

 it must be confessed that it is a frequent and sad

 feature in the serious-minded that their greatest

 defect is not in failing to appreciate the genius which

 that quality, he is a mere mechanic. His work like

 any other useless mechanism, has just this vaiue-
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 by the use of any of those terms. Again, we are
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 endeared his music to hearers of all classes, and

 that his simple, flowing ballads, with their mingled

 sutlshine and pathos, will be the delight of " other

 hearts and other lips " than those of his generation.

 Canon Duckworth's familiar quotation has even

 been artistically utilised by M. Malempre, the designer

 of the monument. It is difficult to dissociate in the

 minds of Englishmen the name of Balfe from the

 popular air " Then you'll remember me," of which

 a very good judge, Dr. Macfarren, has written, that

 " it is not the less beautiful by reason of its popu-

 larity." The song is in truth a perfect model of the

 English ballad form in structure and in modulation,

 and can be analysed with proISt by any student of

 the elements of form. But the essence of the song

 as of all music, is in the untaught quality we name

 " expression." It must at the same time be granted

 that the immense differer.ce between one music and

 another is in what is therein intended to be ex-

 pressed. Ordinary sentiments, howesrer much they

 may endear the music to a large class of hearers, are

 still ordinary; and steadfastly to persist in their in-

 dulgence is simplv to degrade the art. It is unfor-

 tunate, even for the tablet in Balfe's memory, that so

 much of his music was allied to verse that has become

 a byword and reproach. The merit of the verse is by

 no means a measure of the merit of 13alfe's music, but

 it enables non-musical people to understand and to do

 justice to the opinions of serious musicians who might

 be inclined to look coldly on the honours paid to a

 popularbutunlearned composer. On the other hand

 it must be confessed that it is a frequent and sad

 feature in the serious-minded that their greatest

 defect is not in failing to appreciate the genius which

 may exist in popular music, but in not seeing it.

 There is nothing in their ovvn natures congenial to

 it: they are not attracted by it. Amongst other

 pointed observations, it was remarked by Canon

 Duckworth that " the characteristic quality of Balfe's

 music was never so little esteemed, or at least so

 scantily exhibited by composers, as at the present

 hour." The whole subject attacked by this apparently

 innocent observation is too complicated to be ap-

 proached in the present article. But, with the reser-

 vation that the composers of our generation naturally

 follow the stream of development in the art, just as

 the greatest amongst their predecessors did before

 them, it must be acknowledged that, whether it be

 cause or concomitant, a desire to adopt and invent

 technical devices is contemporaneous with an absence

 of spontaneity. To the older devices of canon and

 imitation have been added what are technically

 known as " developments " short, iterated phrases

 whinh, from their individual melodic insignificance,

 lend themselves to rapid and distant modulations,

 and to an harmonic treatment which is not, strictly

 speaking, contrapuntal. This device was beginning

 to weary and show signs of exhaustion in chamber

 music when a master amongst masters of dramatic

 music, and of our own period, introduced a simi-

 lar device, but mrith a dramatic object. The "leit-

 motive," however, is purely a mechanical device

 and for that very reason it opposes the dramatic

 theories of the inventor himself, and also contra-

 venes the lSrst canon of art-the concealment of

 art. It curiously resembles what we have recently

 been told is a notable feature in the poetry of the

 Ottoman Turks, who " show their originality by

 presenting stereotyped metaphors and forms in

 new and ingenious combinations." Fortunately, the

 great modern master of the music-drama has

 himself exhausted his own device. The coming

 composer of true genius-if he is ever to come-

 would, by the possession of that faculty alone, be too

 self-dependent to resort to a mechanism which, to

 use a vulgar expression, could be " spotted " at once

 by the veriest tyro in the auditorium. We have seen

 it stated recently that a young English composer

 of the highest promise fails in " declamation " the

 modern term for recitative. Spohr reminded us long

 since that if a man could not make a good melody he

 could not make a good recitative. Mendelssohn, who

 has contrived some exquisite melodies, was yet not a

 melodist; and the recitatives in his oratorios that

 may have pleased his contemporaries would now be

 thought of the most formal pattern. The same in-

 tensity of feeling and momentary abandonment of

 extraneous aids that make a " tune " will alone give

 the true point and colouring to dramatic declama-

 tion. In the present dearth of invention we have

 been ransacking history for gavottes. Our researches

 may gradually creep up to a period nearer our own;

 and if, in due course, the operas of Balfe be not re-

 vived, we are more likely to turn to the naturalism

 they typify than to artiIScial devices which, however

 ingenious and grandly employed, are of a kind that

 begins and ends in one generation.

 UNMUSICAL ENGLAND.

 ALTHOUGH the advantage to be derived from

 " seeing oursels as others see us " is but a relative

 one, depending very much for its value upon the

 degree of competence on the part of our observers,

 it will scarcely be disputed that Englishmen are, as

 a rule, eager to seize upon the opportunity whenever

 and wherever it presents itself, and that even the

 most adverse criticism of foreign visitors to our shores

 is sure to be listened to patiently and with something
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 more than mere curiosity. Indeed, the disposition

 thus generally exhibited by the educated portion of

 the community is apt to assume the form of self-

 depreciation whenever our national musical status is

 touched upon a fact the existence of which will

 without entering more minutely upon the subject, be

 sufficiently accounted for by a reference to the num-

 ber of composers of original genius produced by this

 country during the last two or three hundred years

 as compared with that of the great masters who

 have sprung up during the same period in Italy,

 France, and, above all, in Germany. If the result of

 such a comparison alone be accepted as conclusive

 evidence, then, undoubtedly, we can scarcely as yet

 lay claim to the title of a musical nation. That it

 has been so accepted by not a few of our critics in

 the past, whose experience of English national life

 had been, to say the least, a very limited one, we

 are well aware; that it should continue to be

 so accepted in some quarters, notwithstanding

 the manifestly rapid strides in general music culti-

 vation which this country has been making of late

 years, is, however, a circumstance which some-

 what detracts from the merit and the instructive

 value of the strictures periodically passed upon us as

 an unmusical people. When, in the year I746, Gluck

 produced one of his earlier operas in London with

 but scanty success, Handel is reported to have

 remarked to his younger compatriot, " You have

 given yourself too much trouble with this work, the

 like of which is not appreciated here. In order to

 please the English, you must think of something more

 demonstrative and more calculated to stir coarse

 nerves." The story is related from hearsay by

 Reichardt, and bears intrinsic evidence of being

 totally unfounded. Handel understood the genius of

 the inhabitants of these islands for whom he has

 written his sublimest masterpieces much better.

 But, st non e vero, the story is at least ben trovato as

 showing the kind of estimation in which English

 musical taste was held on the Continent in the past

 century. With somewhat altered conditions, the

 same opinion concerning ourselves may be safely

 said to be still prevailing in the minds of a majority

 of our continental neighbours at the present day.

 If, as we have stated, there exists a tendency on

 our part to underrate our own musical capacities

 there is, on the other hand, no lack of self-assurance

 to be discerned in the writings of some of our most

 recent critics. Dr. von Bulow, some time since

 furnished a graceful example of this fact by the pub-

 lication in the Leipzig Signalc of a series of letters

 concerning the musical institutions of the " land of

 fogs," as he politely denominated this country, which

 did more credit to his dialectical powers than to his

 artistic individuality, and the chief purpose of which

 seemed to be to serve as a convenient background from

 whence the central figure of the versatile pianist him-

 self might stand out the more effectively. Great men

 invariably have imitators. No sooner had Hans von

 Bulow, some years ago, accomplished his tour de forcc

 of playing from memory six of Beethoven's sonatas

 at a stretch, than we were told in our " Foreign

 Notes " that " the eminent Austrian pianist, Herr

 Bonawitz," had done the same thing at Vienna. The

 last-named gentleman has now likewise emulated his

 prototype in his critical excursions in England, and

 has communicated his experience of our musical

 capacities, tastes, habits, and institutions to his

 friends of the Wiener Signale. The subject he has

 chosen for his inquiry lies, it is true, in a small

 compass, and could be easily circumvented by a

 foreigner in a week or two, especially if he be an

 eminent pianist following in the footsteps of another

 still more eminent. But Herr Bonawitz has gone

 to work more conscientiously. He arrived in this

 country, as he tells his readers, some time in I880,

 and may, for all we know, be still residing in our

 midst. During this unnecessarily prolonged period, as

 far as the study of English musical life is concerned

 he has no doubt fully mastered the subject about

 which he writes to the Viennese paper in question.

 The following, then, is his description, by impli-

 cation, of English amateurs in general: " Dozens

 of times," says the pianist-observer, " have I been

 seriously asked here to play the ' Missa Solennis'

 or the Ninth Symphony, and my reply that I could

 only play certain portions of these works has been

 met by blank surprise. I was then usually told

 that some youthful prodigy or other had recently

 visited a concert or the opera for the first time in his

 life, and had afterwards repeated an entire symphony

 or opera on the pianoforte at home." This, and much

 more like it, may be very entertaining reading to the

 Viennese public, though it will strike any one ac-

 quainted with the real subject Herr Bonawitz pro-

 fesses to portray as a trifle too absurd. But the

 pianist-observer has a further object in view. H aving

 thus prepared the necessary background to his pic-

 ture, he proceeds to exhibit the more prominent

 figure. " I was at Erst not a little astonished nay

 even chagrined at the request of these people, but

 I discovered at last the right means to deal with

 them according to their requirements. If now any

 one asks to hear the Ninth Symphony, I simply sit

 down to the piano and play a few bars from the Erst

 movement, then a few more from the second and

 third, and wind up the whole with nameless varia-

 tions of my own on the ' Ode to Joy.' In a similar

 way I proceed with the ' Missa Solennis' and other

 great works." We should be glad, if space permitted

 it, to treat our readers to a few more passages from

 Herr Bonawitz's amusing narrative of how cleverly

 he succeeded in hoodwinking the " English amateur.'

 Enough has, however, been quoted to show how

 strangely our would-be derider has been mistaken in

 his choice of the type he intended to introduce to the

 acquaintance of his friends in Vienna, although, we

 must do him the justice to add, he subsequently

 admits that there are " a very few" amateurs who

 know something about the art to be met with even

 in this country.

 H aving thus eSectually disposed of the character-

 istics of the English amateur, the critic next proceeds

 to survey our lyrical and concert institutions, and

 arrives at the conclusion that they are either going to

 the bad for want of public support, or are upheld

 partly by the foreign element in the metropolis, partly

 by the monster character of their performances.

 Thus we are told that " the days of the Philharmonic

 Society are numbered," that the Monday Popular

 Concerts derive their support " chiefly from foreigners

 and Jews," and that among the artistic undertakings

 deserving of honourable mention are " the choral and

 orchestral performances of the brothers Macfarren ."

 We are not so much concerned here, however, with

 the matter or the accuracy of the information Herr

 Bonawitz conveys to his readers of the Wiccr Signale

 (and to which he has promised to furnish additions in a

 subsequent number of that journal) as with the man-

 ner of it. There is some truth, no doubt, here and

 there, in his strictures upon our musical culture

 generally, but a great deal also which shows a certain

 arrogance of judgment, coupled with a very super-

 ficial knowledge of our national life. His remarks

 moreover, frequently betray a want of that essential

 quality by which alone a similar acquaintance can be

 gained viz., a sympathetic insight into the idiosyn-

 cracies of a people; a quality possessed by some

 other visitors to our shores who were at the same
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 time endowed with the modesty of genius- such, for

 instance, as our latest critic's own countrymen, Carl

 Maria von Weber and Mendelssohn.

 Herr Bonawitz having made no allusion to the

 executive qualities of the English amateur, of whose

 capabilities he otherwise shows such a profound ap-

 preciation, we may not inaptly supplement his obser-

 vations by a briefextract from another foreign source

 touching upon this subject, and with which we will

 conclude this article. A propos of the recent perform-

 ance at Birmingham of Gounod's oratorio " La

 Redemption," a writer in L'Indezdance Belge remarks,

 znter alia: "An English journal has advised us, in

 reference to our recent Festival at Brussels, to take

 an example from the Birmingham choir; and there

 can be no doubt that the admonition was perfectly

 justified. We are as yet a long xvay from having

 achieved such choral ensembles, where all is ISrmness

 and precision, where all the voices together constitute

 but one voice. Our only consolation is that not

 even in Germany, any more than with ourselves,

 has this English perfection as yet been attained."

 Whether the high artistic standard reached by the

 Birmingham choristers, if the Belgian critic may be

 beliested, is owing to the presence in their midst of

 some of the " very few competent amateurs " which

 Herr Bonawitz has been able to discover in this

 country, or whether it be simply an unacountable

 phenomenon, considering the otherwise " low musical

 capacities of the English," we must leave it to that

 gentleman to conjecture. It is a theme worthy at

 least of a postscript when next he writes to his friends

 at Vienna concerning " Unmusical England."

 CONSIDERING how inseparably united were opera

 and ballet for very many years, even in this country,

 we have much pleasure in directing the attention of

 our readers to a recently published book, " The Life

 and Works of the Chevalier Noverre," edited by

 Charles Edwin Noverre. The name of this energetic

 reformer of the ballet has so long passed from recol-

 lection that many may not be aware how much his

 life was mixed up with the musicians of his day.

 Through the interest of his old pupil, Marie-Antoinette,

 he obtained the post of Maitre des Ballets en Chef

 at the Imperial Academy of Music, and on the

 arrival in the French capital of the composer

 Piccinni, the name of Noverre became prominent in

 connection with the well-known Gluck and Piccinni

 war. In this controversy, although originally loyal

 to the cause of Gluck-even to the extent of becoming

 his collaborator in several of his Parisian produc-

 tions he afterwards openly espoused the Piccinni

 side; but it does not appear that he was a violent

 partisan of either composer. It was his connection

 with Mozart, however, which makes his life in Paris

 interesting to musicians. Earnest in his admiration

 of this composer's genius, he at first endeavoured to

 secure an opera from his pen for the French stage,

 and, failing this, he enlisted his services to compose

 the music for a ballet called " Les Petits Riens,"

 which appears to have been enormously successful,

 although in the laudatory criticisms upon the perform-

 ance Mozart's share in the work is not even men-

 tioned. The fourteen numbers composed by Mozart

 for this ballet were only rescued from obscurity in

 I873, when the score was discovered by M. Nuittier

 in the library of the Grand-Opera and the pieces,

 arranged by M. Renaud de Vilbac for the pianoforte,

 are printed in the interesting book to which we have

 alluded. Many of Noverre's ballets were produced

 with much success at the King's Theatre in London

 under his own direction, the French Revolution driving

 him from Paris, with the total loss of his fifty years'

 savings.
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 THE custom of " hissing " at either a dramatic or

 musical performance is scarcely, we think, one to be

 upheld by any who knows how sensitive are the feel-

 ings of an artist when in presence of an audience.

 It is very true that it may be the only recognised

 method of expressing dissatisfaction by those who are

 disappointed at the quality of the entertainment pro-

 vided; but then it must be remembered that their

 opinion is not really invited; and although applause

 may be accepted as a spontaneous proof of extreme

 gratiIScation, a manifestation of censure can assuredly

 only be exhibited on the supposition that a jury has

 been called together to return an audible verdict upon

 the merit of the actors or singers called up for judg

 ment. But though we are inclined to disagree with

 this direct and, as we think, unfair display of feeling,

 sve cannot believe that authors and composers who

 send their works for review are to expect, and indeed

 almost to demand, unqualified praise- beqcause, in the

 first place, the appeal is not a personal one, and, in

 the second place, by forwarding their composition

 unsolicited, they tacitly request you to notice it. The

 same feeling, however, which has led almost to the

 abolition of hissing at a theatre is evidently expected

 to rule critics of the present day-at least, on musical

 works for when compositions are sent to our office

 we are usually told in an accompanying letter that

 the author will be obliged by a " favourable review";

 and in some cases it is said that if a laudatory notice

 cannot be given, the composer would wish that none

 should appear at all. If it were thoroughly under-

 stood that this last principle were acted upon, both

 the reviewers and the reviewed should be contentv

 but as we constantly receive letters complaining that

 workshave been passed over, it is evident that, in

 this matter at least, there is little eloquence in silence.

 Let us at once, therefore, say that, as we do not ask

 for works to notice, we shall on all occasions speak

 candidly upon those which are sent to us; and, more-

 over, that whenever a " favourable restiew " upon a

 piece is requested, we shall unquestionably take the

 liberty of not reviewing it at all.

 ALTHOUGH we are not bound to believe the assertion

 we once heard, that whenesJer you inhabit a " semi-

 detached " house the most intense pianoforte practice

 is sure to be carried on in the house which is not

 detached, we cannot but think that our modern

 builders should have more kept pace with the advance

 of music than to construct walls so thin that we are

 reluctantly compelled to mix up the Eve-Enger exer-

 cises and scales of our neighbours with our own

 daily life. The liberty, however, of doing as you

 please in a residence for which you pay rent and

 taxes is thoroughly recognised both socially and

 legally, and magistrates have constantly decided

 that you have no power to prevent even inharmonious

 sounds which proceed from the houses and gardens

 by which you are surrounded. But we are glad to

 find that a protest is beginning to be raised against

 the same law being enforced in the public streets. A

 recent leading article in a contemporary points out

 that the railway whistle is rapidly becoming an in-

 tolerable nuisance, and this not from the absolute

 necessity of using it as a signal, but from its being

 too often treated as an amusing toy by those in

 charge of a train. The writer likewise mentions the

 "hooters," as they are termed which are used to

 dismiss and call back the workmen at large manu-

 factories, and also to the unseemly noises of street-

 singers, both professional and amateur. A letter

 from a correspondent, in the same paper, supplements

 this article by calling attention to the performance

 of the German concertina by knots of young men on

 their way home at unseasonable hours of the night;

 THE custom of " hissing " at either a dramatic or

 musical performance is scarcely, we think, one to be

 upheld by any who knows how sensitive are the feel-

 ings of an artist when in presence of an audience.

 It is very true that it may be the only recognised

 method of expressing dissatisfaction by those who are

 disappointed at the quality of the entertainment pro-

 vided; but then it must be remembered that their

 opinion is not really invited; and although applause

 may be accepted as a spontaneous proof of extreme

 gratiIScation, a manifestation of censure can assuredly

 only be exhibited on the supposition that a jury has

 been called together to return an audible verdict upon

 the merit of the actors or singers called up for judg

 ment. But though we are inclined to disagree with

 this direct and, as we think, unfair display of feeling,

 sve cannot believe that authors and composers who

 send their works for review are to expect, and indeed

 almost to demand, unqualified praise- beqcause, in the

 first place, the appeal is not a personal one, and, in

 the second place, by forwarding their composition

 unsolicited, they tacitly request you to notice it. The

 same feeling, however, which has led almost to the

 abolition of hissing at a theatre is evidently expected

 to rule critics of the present day-at least, on musical

 works for when compositions are sent to our office

 we are usually told in an accompanying letter that

 the author will be obliged by a " favourable review";

 and in some cases it is said that if a laudatory notice

 cannot be given, the composer would wish that none

 should appear at all. If it were thoroughly under-

 stood that this last principle were acted upon, both

 the reviewers and the reviewed should be contentv

 but as we constantly receive letters complaining that

 workshave been passed over, it is evident that, in

 this matter at least, there is little eloquence in silence.

 Let us at once, therefore, say that, as we do not ask

 for works to notice, we shall on all occasions speak

 candidly upon those which are sent to us; and, more-

 over, that whenever a " favourable restiew " upon a

 piece is requested, we shall unquestionably take the

 liberty of not reviewing it at all.

 ALTHOUGH we are not bound to believe the assertion

 we once heard, that whenesJer you inhabit a " semi-

 detached " house the most intense pianoforte practice

 is sure to be carried on in the house which is not

 detached, we cannot but think that our modern

 builders should have more kept pace with the advance

 of music than to construct walls so thin that we are

 reluctantly compelled to mix up the Eve-Enger exer-

 cises and scales of our neighbours with our own

 daily life. The liberty, however, of doing as you

 please in a residence for which you pay rent and

 taxes is thoroughly recognised both socially and

 legally, and magistrates have constantly decided

 that you have no power to prevent even inharmonious

 sounds which proceed from the houses and gardens

 by which you are surrounded. But we are glad to

 find that a protest is beginning to be raised against

 the same law being enforced in the public streets. A

 recent leading article in a contemporary points out

 that the railway whistle is rapidly becoming an in-

 tolerable nuisance, and this not from the absolute

 necessity of using it as a signal, but from its being

 too often treated as an amusing toy by those in

 charge of a train. The writer likewise mentions the

 "hooters," as they are termed which are used to

 dismiss and call back the workmen at large manu-

 factories, and also to the unseemly noises of street-

 singers, both professional and amateur. A letter

 from a correspondent, in the same paper, supplements

 this article by calling attention to the performance

 of the German concertina by knots of young men on

 their way home at unseasonable hours of the night;
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